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Scenario 9: At the gates of fate

Your Hero arrives at the tournament grounds to a vast array of armies fighting for position

around the Arena. The overlord’s men do not seem too interested in maintaining order, and it even

looks like they are joining in the fighting in some areas. If you want to get a good camp you will need to

fight for it, and then hold it.

Armies

This will be a four player (1vs1vs1vs1) battle. Armies will be 1000pts. Normal army construction

rules apply. Your Hero may be your general. Your hero may take a mount. If he takes a mount the

points come out of your lord allotment. Only magic items for which you hold cards may be taken.

The Battlefield/Deployment/First Turn

The battle will be The Centre Ground scenario found on page 27 of Triumph and Treachery.

Victory Conditions

The player with the largest paychest at the end of the battle is the winner.

Scenario Special Rules

(A brief run-down of triumph and treachery, the rulebook overrides what’s written here)

Player turns are determined by random cards. At the start of the game turn the cards are

shuffled into a deck and flipped one at a time. This means that the player turn order will be random for

each game turn so be careful who you trust or deceive! At the start of each phase the active player

nominates one (1) player to be his enemy; anything this player does can only affect his nominated

enemy. All other players Neutral Players and are immune to anything that happens. You can choose a

different enemy for each phase of your turn.

Movement Phase: Charges may only be declared against your nominated enemy. Neutral player units

are impassible terrain

Magic Phase: only the enemy player receives dispel dice. Templates, AOE spells or spells that go off

each magic phase (like curse of years) will only affect the enemy unit. You cannot dispel remains in play

spells on neutral units this magic phase.

Shooting Phase: You may only target your nominated enemy. Units in combat with neutral units may

not be targeted. Templates do not affect neutral units.

Combat Phase: If your units are in combat with only one opposing army, then that army’s player MUST

be chosen as the enemy player. If you are in combat with more than one player, you must choose one

of them, a Truce is called between you and the neutral player and attacks are only made between

friendly and Enemy units.



Truces: When a truce is called in the close combat phase, any neutral unit in base contact with a

friendly unit is moved back 1” maintaining the same facing. If this is impossible they are not moved, but

take no part in the close combat. This includes counting for any kind of combat resolution.

Victory Tokens: There are 4 types of coins Brass coin (50VPs), Silver coin (150VPS), Gold coin (250VPs),

and Gold Ingot (1500VPs). Each player starts with 2 brass coins.

At the end of each PHASE each player receives tokens equal to every full 50pts of VPs they scored that

phase. Your collection of tokens makes up your Paychest. The player that scores the highest amount of

victory points in a phase receives an extra brass coin. If multiple players are tied for highest they each

get a brass coin. Your VP total is reset to zero (0) each phase.

Victory Tokens must be kept in plain sight. You may use your Tokens to bribe other players to do things

for you, or to not do things to you! NOTE!!!! Deals and arrangements that are made before coins are

handed over are not binding, so be careful that you don’t give away coins to a player (Evan…) you

cannot trust to honour their end of a deal.

Treachery Cards

The treachery cards are shuffled at the start of the game and placed within reach of all players, face

down. At the start of each game turn, before drawing the player turn card, each player gets a number of

treachery cards from the deck depending on the size of their paychest.

Highest paychest gets one (1) card. Lowest paychest gets three (3) cards. Everyone in the middle gets

two (2) cards.

After the active player as chosen his enemy for each phase, all neutral players get a treachery card on

the D6 roll of a 6+.

Dirty Deals

Players can give cards from their hand to another player as part of a deal. Once cards have changed

hands you cannot demand it back, even if the other party fails to complete their end of the bargain.

You may only have 5 cards in your hand, you cannot play a card until you have 5 or less cards, you may

discard any cards to keep your hand the correct size.

Playing treachery cards

The cards do what they say on the card, they can be played at any time, and can even be used to affect

situations that the player is not involved in, unless specifically stated otherwise. Once a card is used it is

discarded. Some cards require payment, if you do not have the coins, or are unwilling to pay it, the card

has no effect. Some cards are triggered by an action, for example a wizard casting a spell, or a war

machine firing. You cannot change your mind and cancel the action because a treachery card is played

against you.
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